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Governors Blast Watt's Coal Lease Plan
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Five
Democratic governors, including
New Mexico Gov. Toney Anaya,
assailed Interior Secretary James
Watt's massive coal leasing plan
Wednesday, charging the controversial program may be operating in
ignorance.
In a joint statement submitted to
Watt's advisory commission on coal
leasing, the governors- all from
the West - stressed that a key part
of the leasing law involves a drilling
and exploration program· "intended
to assure that the federal government
is a knowledgeable seller when it
leases coal. "
Congressional critics of the coal
program have complained some
leases have been given at "fire~
sale" prices. The governors told the
commission it ''has a major job
ahead in restoring public confidence" in the program.
"Recent indications from Interior
demonstrate that the exploration and
drilling program is a low priority,''
they said. "As a result, coal could be
leased with very little knowledge as

The judge has already temporarily
to the value of the resource.''
. Another major challenge to halted parts of the lease sale until the
Watt's coal leasing policy was sche- issue is argued fully in court.
At the coal commission hearings,
duled for argument at U.S. District .
Court in Washington later today.
the blast at Watt's leasing policy
Two major environmental came from Govs. Anaya, Ed Hersgroups, the National Wildlife Fed- chler of Wyoming, Richard Lamm
eration and the Wilderness Society, of Colorado, Ted Schwinden of
planned to ask Judge Louis Oberdor- Montana ana Scott Matheson of
fer for an injunction stopping Watt's Utah.
The advisory group, wrapping up
plans to sell leases on more than a
half billion tons of federal coal in the two days of hearings, has become
Fort Union area of North Dakota and the focus of unusual attention because of Watt's wisecrack last week
Montana.

Lujan: Watt Issue Moot'
I

ALBUQUERQUE (UPI)- Rep.
Manuel Lujan Jr., the ranking Republican on the House Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs, said
Tuesday he believes the most recent
James Watt controversy is "now a
moot issue."
In a telephone interview, the New
Mexico Republican said the storm of
controversy surrounding a remark
the interior secretary made last wee~

about a coal advisory committee is
dying down.
''The way I see it now is that it's
probably over with, because he
(Watt) has indicated that he is not
offering his resignation.
"The president has not indicated
he will ask (Watt) for his resignation, so I think it's now a moot
issue,'' Lujan said.

that the panel is made up of a black, a
woman, "two Jews and a cripple."
The remarks generated a flurry of
calls for Watt's resignation on Capitol Hill. Commission Chairman
David Linowes said commission
members viewed Watt's remarks as
''unfortunate," but said they wiJI
not discourage the panel as it reviews federal pol icy on leasing lands
for coal mining.
The governors argued the leasing
program needs to operate more
openly in order to boost public confidence that the government is receiving "fair market value" for the
coal. Watt plans to lease 15 billion
tons of federal coal by 1985 .
The western governors also called
for the department to look more
closely at lease sales when there is
lack of competition or disappointing
bidding.
"No bid less than 80 percent of
the presale estimate of fair market
value should be considered a serious
bid for the purposes of competition
analysis," they said.

Wanted Mexican National Rallies in N.M.
By George E. Gorospe
A Mexican national wanted in
Mexico for an alleged 1974 murder
conspiracy, who has filed for political asylum in the United States, is
in New Mexico to rally support for
his case, now being considered by
the U.S. Supreme Court.
Hector Marroquin, who claims he
was framed by the Mexican government in the murder conspiracy because he was organizing an independent labor party in Mexico, spoke to
the Albuquerque Hospital Workers
Union Local 1199 Tuesday. He has
also spoken to groups of interested
citizens in Santa Fe, and is expected
to address a meeting of the National
Organization of Women later this
week.
•'The Mexican authorities claim I
took part in an assassination of a
librarian at my university because
they knew I was actively organizing
an independent labor party that
would have been in direct opposition
to the party that had been in control
for more than 60 years," said
Marroquin.
"But I had worked With the librarian for about four-and-a-half years
and our social and political views
were similiar. ''
Marroquin said when his lawyer
advised him he would not get a fair
trial, he fled to the United States.
Soon after he arrived, he learned that

two others charged in the conspiracy
had been killed and a third had been
kidnapped.
Claiming that a similiar fate awaited him if he returned to Mexico,
Marroquin filed for political asylum
in 1977. In 1979, a judge for the
Immigration and Naturalization Service ruled against. Marroquin, and an
INS appeals board subsequently upheld the decision. Marroquin then
took his case to the Supreme Court.
The high court is expected to review
his case later this year, and a decision is expected in December or
January.
"Although we are confident my
case has a sound legal and political
base, there is no telling how the Supreme Court will decide, because it
could set a precedent that would
allow dissenters and political refugees from war-torn Central America to claim political asylum," said
Marroquin.
Such a precedent would represent
a major conflict for the United
States, Marroquin said, because of
American involvement with governments in Central America under fire
from independent labor unions and
.
.
parties.
"If the Supreme Court ruled in
my favor, I would then live out my
life in the United States as an ordin·
ary citizen. But if they rule against
me, I would have to get out of the
country within 48 hours," Marroquin said.

Radium Springs prison in southem
New Mexico out early to ease over·
crowding ~ not because the
women had done anything to justify
their release.
"I think that New Mexico has
taken a step closer to social suicide
in the acknowledgment by the Department of Corrections that a num•

Drop Deadline Approaches
Reminder: Friday is the last day to drop a class for the fall semester.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
(UPI) - An Albuquerque Distr:ict Court jury agreed late Tuesday night that Joel Lee Compton
should be executed for shooting
Albuquerque Policeman Gerald
Cline to death last February.
Judge Joseph Alarid passed the
sentence immediately and said
later that Compton would be
transferred to the State Penitentiary Wednesday. He will be the
sixth man on the prison's death
row.
The jurors deliberated about
five hours, beginning at 3:20
p.m., and interrupted their debate only for a nearly two-hour
dinner break. The verdict was
read about 10 p.m.
The same jurors convicted
Compton, 30, of Mesquite,
Texas, of first-degree murder
Friday. His attorneys never denied that he killed Cline, but said
he was too drunk to have planned
the slaying.
Cline died almost immediately
of a single .30-30-caliber rifle
slug wound in the chest. He had
gone to a Central A venue motel
to investigate a .report about a
man waving and firing a rifle.
Compton, who had been
drinking heavily all day, was
arrested minutes after backup
police arrived at the scene.

Fire-Ruined
Area Plant
To Rebuild
Reconstruction ofDataco, a printing plant in the University of New
Mexico area destroyed by fire in
January, is set to begin next week.
John Zimmer, Dataco's executive
vice president, said Tuesday the
printing plant will be rebuilt in its
original building at 1712 Lomas
Ave. N.E.

Scott Caraway

Hector Marroqui'n
He is currently touring the coun-

try under the sponsorship of the Politic:al Rights Defense Fund in New
York, which has taken Marroquin as
a client.
''Ill must leave the country, I will

most likely go to Canada, where I've
got a good deal of support,'' Marroquin said. •'From there 1will be able
t.o reapply to enter the United States
under a different immigration
category.''

Schiff Says State Risking 'Social Suicide'
ALBUQUERQUE (UPI) - District Attorney Steve Schiff charged
Tuesday that the state is risking ''social suicide., in New Mexico by re•
leasing some of its inmates early just
to relieve prison overcrowding.
Schiff respmided to reports that
the Department of Corrections had
let 14 women inmates at the fonner

Death Penalty
For Compton

her of inmates were freed because of
overcrowding,'' .he said.
Schiff said he favors prison tenns
only as a last resort. But the prosecutor said once criminals are behind
bars, they should remain there until
their sentences are up.
He charged that an early release
program guarantees a high crime
rate. He said the Corrections Department, however, is not wholly responsible for the problem.
He said the criminal justice system sends more people to prisons
than the institutions can accommodate.

He said lawmakers also are con•
cerned about the prison system, but
there is strong competition for a finite awount of money.
Schiff said the Legislature,
however, should make public safety
its No. l concern.
He said the Corrections Department previously has not acknowledged that overcrowding was the
pritnar}'· reason for releasing some
inmates early.
He said it is up to lawmakers to
fund a prison system adequately, so
that overcrow<ting is not a problem.

Much of the original structure will
be used in the rebUilding; Zimmer
said, but the appearance of the building will be different. The building's
roof was completely destroyed in the
fire and will be replaced, he said.
Dataco was gutted by a two-alarm
fire in the early morning of Jan, 14.
Some 30 fire fighters were called in
to fight the blaze 1 which did about
$750,000 in damage.
Since the fire, the business has
been operating out of a building intended to be Dataco administrative
offices near the original site. Zimmer said the interim plant was back
up to l 00 percent of its normal work
load within two months of the fire.

INSIDE
WATT BAFFLES:
See Page 4
DESIGNING COSTUMES:
See Page 9
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United Press International

Continental Airlines Resumes Flights
HOUSTON ~ Continent~! Airlines resumed domestic service
Tuesday, 62 hours after filing for
bankruptcy reorganization, and
some of the 4,200 workers called
back at lower pay ~nd longer hours
cheered the initial flight.
The first plane took off from Dulles Intcrnation~l Airport in
Washington for Houston at 8 a.m.
EDT. The first liftoff from Houston,
company headquarters, came42 minutes later, and employees at the
gate cheered and wept.
"I'm delighted to have a job,"
said ticket agent Kathy Keefe, demoted from supervisor. "The pay is
disappointing naturally . . . but I
think everybody wants to see the airline survive."
The resumption was guaranteed
in part by Federal Bankruptcy Judge
Phil Peden's order Monday requiring creditors to continue serving
Continental. The airline has $650

million in debts and $800 million in
assets, including $50 million in
ready cash.
Although Continental's first
Houston takeoff- Flight 688 to
Lafayette, La. ~ carried only six
passengers, gate attendant Billie
Tafelski said, ''Even if it was only
one person on board, it was worth

it.,'

By midday, the Houston. airport
line to buy Continental's "Welcome
Back" fares of $49-or-less on any
domestic leg through Friday had
grown to several hundred people.
Continental stock was up Vs to 3 V2 in
the first hour oftrading in New York
Tuesday.
Liz Neller of Harvey Travel in
Houston said travel agents ~ vital
to the airline's lopg-term success questioned whether Continental
could restore confidence.
"1 don't think the majority ofpeo-

pie are going to trust it yet," said
Neller."
Other airlines strapped with losses also watched with interest . Eastern Airlines Chairman Frank Borman announced to his employees
they would have to take cuts or face
similar action.
Continental Executive Vice President Phil Bakes said, "We are confident of our legal position.'' The airline laid off 7,800 employees in the
reorganization.
Watching unhappily from the
sidelines were Continental employees not called back in Chairman
Frank Lore11zo's reorganization,
which cut the number of cities
served from 78 to 25 and the number
of daily flights from 540 to 118.
Flight attendants and pilots' unions, who criticized the move as
"moral abuse" of bankruptcy Jaws,
scheduled meetings for Wednesday
and Thursday to discuss options.

Atari Buries Products
EL PASO, Texas- There is
"no mystique" to the dumping
of truckloads of Atari video
games in a New Mexico landfill
90 miles away, a company
spokesman said Tuesday. The
games were defective and were
discarded.

goods is a "common procedure . ''

Officials at the El Paso plant
refused to comment on why 11
truckloads of video games and
computer hardware were transported to the Alamogordo, N.
M., dump, destroyed and buried
Monday afternoon.
But Atari spokesman Bruce
Entin, in a telephone interview
from the corporate headquarters
in Sunnyvale, Calif., said the
dumping of unusable computer

Entin said the C!irtridges were
beyond repair. Recently Atari revised its El Paso plant from a
ma~~facturing firm to a repair
facthty for faulty Atari equipment returned by vendors.

"There's no mystique to this at
all," he said, "Tile games were
defective and we threw them
:~,way, just like Safeway throws
away bad vegetables.''

!
'

''

Sig Toth, production manager
at the El Paso plant, said any speculation about what the dumping
means for the financiallystrapped computer company is
"all hearsay at L'1is point."

'Final Solution' Informant Identified

Forl,286
different ways
to look good,
trust Pearle.
What makes our frame collection so
special isn't the number of choices. It's the
number of good choices.
But the best frame is the frame that looks
·best on you. And !hats what our optician Is
trained to help you find.
Because we're out to eam yourttusf.

PEARLE
v1s1on center

A SEARLE COMPANY

Nobody cates for eyes more than Pearle.

f•
I

4300 Central Ave. S.E.
West Central Plaza
268·2008
4410A Central Ave. S.W.
Sun Square Shopping Center 831·5326
7l10A Jllenaul Blvd. N.E.
883-0077

WASHINGTON- The German
industrialist who warned the Allies
of Adolf Hitler's "final solution" -his plan to kill millions of
Jews- in World War II was
Eduard Reinhold Karl Schulte, two
historians said Tuesday.
Scholars have known for 42 years
that an informant had told the Allies
in advance of the genocide plan but
the identity of the informant whose warnings went unheeded was unknown eKcept to two men
who pledged confidentiality.
American University history professors Alan Kraut and Richard
Breitman reviewed mountains of
documents and, through a process of
.· elimination, identified Schulte as
the informant. Their report is being
published in the Oct. I issue of Commentary magazine.
Kraut and Breitman knew the informer made his reports .on Hitler's
plans to Benjamin Sagalowitz, press
officer of the Jewis religious communities of Zurich, Switzerland,
and Gerhart Riegner, Swiss representative ofthe World Jewish Con·
gress.
Because Reigner admitted the in·
formant was a German industrialist
whose last name began with an
"S", the historians began by identifying a dozen German industrial.ists whose name began with that
letter.
A key piece of evidence was a
letter written in September 1942 to a
person in St. Gallon, Switzerland.
The letter, bearing ihe initials E.S.,
contained a coded message that the
Germans were deponing all Jews to
their deaths; except for the iron
workers.
The initials on the letter helped
Kraut and Breitman identify Schulte
as the mysterious informant.
"The industrialist had uncovered
one of the greatest secrets in Nazi
Germany. Adolf Hitler's Final Solution of the Jewish question was to
kill all the Jews in gas chambers,''
the two professors wrote.
They describe Schulte as the first
person "to reveal the scope of Nazi
plans."
In an interview, Kraut said
Schulte, director of a German mining company, passed on several
pieces of valuable information to the

Alli.es out of personal conviction.
He said Schulte also warned the
Allies in May 1941 that a German
invasion of the Soviet Union was
imminent. The invasion followed on
June 22.
His information came from
sources in the highest echelon of the
German military but was unheeded
by U.S. intelligence officials.
The Office of Strategic Services,
forerunner of the CIA, summarized
Schulte's information on Hillers
plan for .the mechanized massacre of

the Jews as a "wild rumor inspired
by Jewish fears," Kraut and Breitman wrote.
Six million Jews were killed during the Nazi's reign, 3.5 million of
them in the death camps Shulte told
of in outlining Hitler's "final snlution."
In December 1943, Schulte's
cover was blown and he received
sanctuary in Switzerland, It is not
clear when he died, but Kraut and
Breitman said they are certain he is
no longer alive.

I

Former Rehabilitation Counselee
Suspected in Davidson Homicide
LOS ANGELES- A former aerospace worker who had received alcohol
rehabilitation counseling from writer Muriel Dav,idson was arrested Tuesday
for the slaying of the prominent author and Hollywood movie executive.
Robert Thorn, 51, was arrested at his home in suburban Pasadena at4:30
a.m. PDT on information received from relatives and friends of Mrs. Davidson, who was found shot to death Monday at her expensive canyon home.
"He pad bee~ .ac~uainted with her for appro~imately one yell! through an
alcoholic rehabthtalllln center at the VA Hospttal where she dtd volunteer
counseling," said Detective Dave Crews.
Mrs. Davidson's car was found in South Pasadena ncar Thorn's home
shortly before the arrest.
C!ews said_investigators had, a possible motive for the slaying, which he
dechned to dtsclose. Crews satd Thorn had been an electronics worker at
Hughes Aircraft in El Segundo, but was currently unemployed.
~rs. Davids?"• 59, who wrote celebrity profiles and crime exposes for
national magazmes, was found dead early Monday by a friend who went to
the house at the request of the victim's husband, Bill Davidson.
Davidson, a nationally known investigative reporter, was in Texas on
business and became alarmed when he could not reach his wife by telephone.
Police said there was no evidence of sexual assauli or forced entrY at the
residence or ransacking. The results of an autopsy were expected to be
released Tuesday afternoon.
The victim's real estate agent, Ellen Johnson, said Mrs. Davidson had
been vefY concerned no one know of her husband's absence from the home.
"She said please don'tlet anyone know he'd be out of town for a week and
thai she'd be home alone," the agent said.
"It sounded VefY strange, because she's not the type of WomarHo be easily
frightened. I got ihe impression someone was after her or them," she said.
Mrs. Davidson wrote extensively for such magazines as the Saturday
Evening Post, Good Housekeeping and TV Guide. Her subjects ranged from
exposes on organized crime and scandals in women's prisons to celebrity
profiles.
Her books included thebiography "The Westmores of Hollywood" and
three novels- "Til Death You Do Pay," "Hot Spot" and "The Thursday
Woman."
She also wrote for the television series "Baretta" andjustlast week was
nartied viceptesident for film and television developmelit for the independent
Jay Bernstein Productions, whi~h is currently producing the "Mickey Spillane's Mike Hammer" series for CBS.
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The Army National Guard needs more officers.
Get in the picture. Get out front.
other emergencies arise. And, after your initial training,
Right now, the Anny National Guard is looking
it takes just two days a month and two weeks annual
for men and women who want to be officers.
It's a tough, challenging job. One of the most
training each year to serve, so you11 have time for your
important jobs Ill America. And you11 find the rewards family, friends, school or job.
If you have previous experience as an Anny
match the challenge.
For instance, in the Anny Guard, you11 gain
officerryou can probably join the Anny Guard as an
officer. If not, and you quality, you can get a commis·
valuable management and leadership skills you m.ay
l!se it} your civilian ca~r. You1! e<!m an excelle~t part· sion through an Officer Candidate Course, or a direct
time mcome and be entitled to limited space available appointment based on your unique civilian job
experience.
.
air travel, PX privileges, life insurance, a fully paid
To
get
the
total
picture
on
opportunities
for
retirement plan, and lots more.
You'll be serving dose to home, helping people officers in the Army National Guard, contact your local
in your community and state when natural disasters or Anny Guard recruiter, or call toll-free 800638-7 600.*
*In Hawaii: 737·5255; Puerto Rico: 723-4550; Guam: 477·9957;
YU'Qin lslands(St Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800452·5794.
In Alaska consull your local phone directory.
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--Editorial--

Department Evaluation
Completion Draws Near

I

By Harrison Fletcher

I

by Berke Breathed
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Helicopter Not a Luxury
It will be more than just a sad comment on the mercenary influence
that has overtaken the field of medicine if the contract for the
emergency he.licopter transport service, Lifeguard, at the. University
of New Mexico Hospital is not renewed. It will put human life at risk.
UNMH, as the only trauma center in northern New Mexico, has an
implicit responsibility to be always prepared for emergency situations. The Lifeguard service is not a luxury, but an indispensable
life-saving tool.
Surely when the hospital administrators maketheirdecision on the
contract renewal, they will consider paring other budgetary items to
keep the service going.
Assistant administrator Thomas Sloan is "optimistic" about the
continuation of the service, and his optimism is probably justified. It
is, however, disheartening that such an invaluable service even be
questioned because of monetary considerations, including the concern of other hospitals and the Albuquerq!Je Ambulance Service over
losing business. These factors, in a decision th<tt could literally mean
the difference between life and death, are abhorrent in their pettiness.
We hope the officials at UNMH will dispel the suspicion that the
Hippocratic oath has been lost in the balance of insurance claims and
operating costs.
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Leroy Barboa (front} and Danny Sanchez of the Albuquerque Fire Department practice
using the 'Jaws. of Life'. The tool exerts 24,000 pounds of pressure, enabling rescue
workers to free trapped car-wreck victims•in 15 minutes. Without the 'jaws' the job could
take an hour or more.
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--Letters-PEC Support Urged
Editor:
Well it seems that time of year is here again- time for the annual
ASUNM Mudslinging Contest. Personally, l'msick ofthecomplaining
and backstabbing and childish infighting that goes on constantly at
ASUNM.
I have been associated With the PEC for 10 years. My interest has
always been in bringing new and diverse forms of music to the most
appreciative audience in the stat.e- the students and faculty ofUNM.
1have seen chairmen come and go ... Frank Parks is an excellent
chairman to work for. Under his administration we have had the two
largest grossing (SUB) Ballroom shows in the last three years, and
since Frank took over PEC, more ballroom shows in a shorter amount
of time.
Critics may fault him for not promoting bigger shows, but in my
opinion, the fault lies squarely with the administration, and I don't
mean Gary Golden; these policies are formed much higher up. Gary
has always been a champion of students' rights and privileges. The
PEC is locked out of Johnson Gym, the University Arena and the
University Stadium by those in charge of these facilities and by
restrictions placed on PEC concerning what shows WE! can and cannot
do.
I have seen this University turn down offers from the Police, David
Bowie, the Rolling Stones, Men At Work, The Cars, Joan Jett and too
many more to list. (Recently) we lost shows with Rick James, Jackson
Browne and Count Basie because the University administration failed
to sign contracts and guarantee facilities in a timely manner.
It is well known that virtually all ofthe shows held at Tingley were
offered to us but subsequently turned down because of the unavailability of our facilities. Any one of these concerts, properly handled,
could have cut ASUNM's deficit in half, PEC was originally conceived
as a money-maker and it poured thousands of dollars into student
coffers when it was allowed the use of these facilities. It could do so
again with a united student effort.
.
.
Instead of pointing the finger at each other about who spent what
or harrassing Frank on thinly disguised racial biases, let the students
join together once again to exert our influence and enjoy our rights
and privileges. I urge the students to participate in the upcoming
elections, to support the current student government and UniversitY
administrators. By abandoning partisan politics and working with the
administrators we can once again show the stature of a great university in action!

Work May Impede Motorists

-----Opinion-----

SANTA FE (UP!) - The
Highway Department is advising people who head for the
mountains to see trees in their
autumn colors not to go up to
the Santa Fe Ski Basin, one of
the most popular places to see
golden-leaved aspens.
Chief Highway Administrator L.A. Larranaga said construction crews are still working

Watt's Al.leged Insensitivity' Baffles
I

Let me say right off that I am
not defending James Watt. I find
him second only to Jerry Falwell
in general offensiveness and
would have him immediately
sent to a labor camp, were it in
my power.
But I'm a bit confused by the
flap over his latest example of
alleged insensitivity. I'Ve always
thought that a human with a nonfunctional appendage could
reasonably be described as a
"cripple." And I gather that even
"handicapped" isn't cool these
days. One refers instead to the
"physically challenged." I wonder, is a lame horse "physically
challenged"?
What's happening to our society? Why can't we call things
what they really are in the most
accurate fashion possible? In this
quest to skirt the painful truth,
we are riddling the language
with ambiguity and lack of
clarity.
Consider "special education."
Are we talking about people who
are mentally deficient or mentally superior? Is it so terrible to refer to the "mentally retarded"? I
have actually come across the
expression "mentally inconvenienced.'' That makes it sound like
something you neglected to do
Steven Sullivan that morning.lf we're looking for

euphemisms, why not use the
traditional old-world term and
call such persons "naturals"?
Have you noticed how fewer
and fewer people are deaf or
blind these days? Instead they
are "hearing impaired" or
"visually handicapped.'' Hell, if i
couldn't see, I would want peo•
pie to make no mistake about it:
"Hey man, I'm blind.''

A View From
The Bottom
By Richard Berthold
But if this is to be the policy
with regard to our language,
aren't we selling short a Jot of
people with less blatant defects?
I've been a high-metabolism
dude all my life. Is it fair that I
should be called "skinny" instead of, say, "adiposally inconvenienced"? Should we not refer
to eunuchs as persons who are
''phallicly challenged"? Perhaps
white people should be called
the "melanin impaired"?
Words. They are powerful
symbols but frightening only if
we alloW them to be. It certainly
does us no good to attempt to
pretend that things are not what

they are by calling them something else. Unfortunately, many
are willing to believe that calling
it something else somehow
makes it something else.
Often this just amounts to silliness. Because others were
apparently jealous of its lounge,
the history department was required to refer to it as a "cbmmon room." Well, though it now
sounds like some place where
you can' graze sheep, it sure
seems like a lounge to me.

on the upper six and a half miles
of Hy'de Park Road to the ski
basin, and although the road is
open to vehicles, travel is difficult and parking along the way
is prohi6ited.
Larranaga said crews are
working 12-hour days and 7day weeks to try to get as much
work completed as possible before the ski season, Much of the

road is unpaved and narrow, he
said, and delays may result
from the movement of heavy
machinery and from rock blasting and clearing.
Motorists who still plan to
drive up to the ski area should
make sure their vehicle is in
good operating condition, has
good tires and a full tank of
gasoline.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
RECONDITIONED
••
STEREO EQUIPMENT
•••
••
FOR SALE OR TRADE
••
30-day labor warranty.
•••
Cash paid for saleable used
•••
Items--working or not
•Receivers, Tuners, Amps,
••
Turntables,
Tape Recorders,
••
Speakers, Equalizers
••
••
THE AUDIO CLINIC, INC•
298-7566
••• 1616 EubQnk Olvd. NE
••
9Qm-6pm Mon.·SQt.
3 Olocks North of ConsHrurion
••
••• ························~·················
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But it can also be very dangerous when society allows itself to
be taken in by this nameswitching. Department of De·
fense doesn't sound quite as
aggressive as War Department.
"Police. action" sounds far less
serious than "war." (Did we send
motorcycle cops to Korea to ticket Commies?) .And a missle system called "Peacemaker" seems
more noble than one called
''City-flattener."
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PARENTS DAY, SATURDAY, OCT. 1
INVITE YOUR PARENTS TO
\
UNM'S SIXTH ANNUAL PARENTS DAY ;:.•~

.

Euphemisms are a subtle way
of avoiding unpleasant reality,
and refusing to face reality
squarely is a terrible sin for a
society. James Watt should be
censured, but for lying to the
American people, not for calling
a cripple a cripple.

The University of New Mexico
Second.ary Adult a.nd Teacher
Education Department will complete a two-part department evaluatioll process this week,
The. evaluation, begun last semester, Will be completed today by a
team of outside evaluators flown in
to conduct the review.
"The review will cover every
aspect of the departm!'nt,'' said
Chairman Rod Wagoner, "from
budget aliocations to student enrollment.''
The evaluation is part of a resolution passed in 1978 by the faculty
senate that called fora complete examination of all departments within
the University.
The pian originally intended to
cover five to six. departments per
year and evaluate the entire University in six to seven years, said
Paul Pohiand, chairman of the
graduate committee. But because of
lack of resources and implemental
organization, the resolution has not
been able to .meet the original plan,
he said.
"What's unique about this evaluation," Pohland said, "is that it is
a.conscious internal effort within the
University to conduct a regular review of all its departments."
The evaluators include Dr. Gordon Culver of the University of Nebraska business education department; Dr. Mark Rossman of the Arizona State University department of
higher education; Dr. Paul Allen and
Dr. J<IIJles Benson of the University
of Arizona's school of industry and
technology; Dr. Gordon Swanson of
the U~iversity of Minnesota's
graduate studies division and Dr.
Wiili<llll Gross of UNM 's mechanic•
a! engineering department.
The evaluation is in two parts.
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The first i.s a "self-evaluation" in
which "literally everyone" in Jhe
department takes part in the examination, he said, The second part
is an outside evaluation in which a
te<llll of expem reviews department
struc!Ure and operation.
The self-study serves as a ''guideline .tool'' for the outside evaluators,
according to Edward DeSantis,
assistant dean of graduate studies,
by providing them with information
about department organization and
functions.
Wagoner said, "During the evaluation, you find out both the good
things and the bad things about your
department, butifyoudo a good job,
you can learn more about yourself as
a department than you could from
just an outside report."
The outside evaluation team is
chosen by each department, based
on their reputation as experts in the
fields under study .. A faculty member from a related department will
join the evaluation team to serve as
an intermediary between the department and the outside evaluators.
The evaluation team will also be
required to submit a written report of
its findings within six weeks of the
study completion, DeSantis said.
The outside review team adds a
"breath of national perspective'' to
the study both in tenns of where the
department is ;md it they are going,
said Pohland.
"The evaluation as a whole is a
very positive step toward improving
the quality of each department, tile
University and ultimately education," he said.
SATE is just one of the departments scheduled to be reviewed this
semester. The other departments
are: sociology, American studies,
chemical and nuclear engineering,
geology, health, physical education
and recreation, and theater arts.
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Lobos, Tours Part of Annual Parents Day
Ry C.D. llrunt
The University of New Mexico's
Student Activities Center is gearing
up for its sixth annual Parents Day,
scheduled for Saturday.
"The University looks forward to
this opportunity to welcome parents
to the campus so that they may experience a day designed especially
for them to become familiar with the
educators, administrators and surroundings their son or daughter experience at UNM," said Marvin
"Swede" Johnson, UNM vice president of academic affairs.
Events scheduled for Parents Day
begin with registration in the Fine
Arts Center, in the foyer of Popejoy
Hall, Registration begins at 9 a.m.
Saturday, and will continue until
3:30p.m. Parents will be furnished
with information packets, name
tags, schedules of events and dis·
counted football tickets.
Guided campus tours will begin at
the registration center at 9 a.m. and
continue every half-hour throughout
the day.
UNM President Job•~ Perovich
and his wife June will be on hand
with coffee for visitors at the president's home beginning at 9:30a.m.
Parents will have the opportunity to
visit with the president, regents, key
administrators, deans and faculty
representatives. The UNM String

Quartet will provide music.
Two luncheons have also been
planned, both scheduled for 12:30
p.m. For parents of residence hall
students, the housing department
will host a lu.ncheon at La Posada
Dining Hall. Students who choose to
do so may make arrangements for
their parents' tickets at La Posada.
The second luncheon will take
place on the lawn south of Scholes
Hall. Perovich wj)J make ao informal address, and music will be provided by the Collegiate Singers.
Tickets are available at the registration center.
Johnson and the Maxwell
Museum Board of Directors will
host a reception at 2:30p.m. in the
Maxwell Museum Gallery to honor
UNM parents and visitors. Refreshments will be served, and parents
will have the opportunity to view the
Chaco Canyon exhibits and other
museum displays.
The UNM Alumni Association
invites parents to a pre-game rally at
the Albuquerque Sports Stadium,
scheduled for 5:30p.m. A cash bar
and refreshments will be available.
A quick stroll across the street
around 6:30p.m. will put parents in
theUNM football stadium, ready for
the UNM-North Texas State kickoff. The game gets under way at 7
p.m.
Many of the colleges at UNM will
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hold open houses during the day,
giving parents a chance to meet
faculty members, view exhibits and
hear lectures. Specific times and
topics will be provided at registration ..
In l!ddition to the above activities,
parents are invited to tour the University's musel!ms, art galleries and
libraries.
All parents and visitors are invited
to visit the sorority and fraternity

houses, which will hold variou·s
events throughout the day,
While Parents Day activities are
planned primarily for parents of
UNM students, the invitation is extended to anyone interested in the
University, Johnson said,
Further information concerning
Parents Day activities is available
from the .Student Activities Center,
277-4706.

Cutbacks, Misconceptions Affect
Enrollment in Women's Studies;
Program Leaves 'Question Mark'
By Kathy Knudsen
Enrollment figures for the
Women's Studies program at the
University of New Mexico this
semes•- show little change from
last fah semester, but Helen Bannan, acting director of the program,
said those figures would probably
increase once several obstacles in
attracting students are overcome.
Figures show 1I 6 students are enrolled in women's studies courses,
one student less than last fall.
Bannan said that figure would
more than double if .the number of
students taking women's studies
courses cross-listed under other University
politicalprograms,
science, orsuch
sociology,
as history,
was
·
included.
Bannan attributes this semester's
zero growth rate to budget cuts, but
she said the program is still healthy.
"We are offering fewer courses
this semester wiJh the women's studies numbers, yet we are maintaining our enrollment," she said.
One of the problems in attracting
large numbers of students to the
program is people's misconceptions
about women's studies, said
Bannan.
''A lot of people really dun't
understand what women's studies is
about. I think there is something of a
question mark in most people's
minds," she said.
Bannan said she would like to see
every student take at least one
women's studies course before graduation.
''For women students, I think our

courses give them the sense they're
not the only ones having some difficulties,'' she said, adding that classes offer "strategies for dealing with
the world the way it is."
Bannan said it is also important
for men to enroll in women's studies
courses. "If we're trying to change
the world, women can do so much
on their own, but a real change will
involve a change in men's attitudes
and behaviors," she said.
However, fewer than 10 men are
enrolled in the program.
"I think many times they (men)
feel they'll be attacked by the
women in the class - not physically attacked, but verbally attacked as
the 'representative of the oppressor.' But that hasn't happened,"
said Bannan.
Bannan said many people also
avoid taking women's studies
courses because of negative images
about feminism. "That comes partially from the media and the emphasis on bra. burning in the late '60s
and early '70s and thinking all
feminists hate men," she said.
"That's simply not true."
While the program represents a
variety of feminist viewpoints, Bannan said her definition "includes
women and men who are working
for change so women will have an
equal place in the world,'' a definition she feels most college women
support.
"Just by being in. college they're
showing they're wanting to develop
themselves as much as they can, to
have whatever kind of life they
choose," said Bannan.

Speech Colloquium Scheduled
A University of New Mexico department of speech communication
colloquium on "Radio and the Public's Use Of History" will be held
from 1:30 to 3 p.m. today. The speaker will be Dr. DavidK. Dunaway,
assistant professor of English at UNM.
Dunaway, who has written about telecommunications for The New
York Times and other publications, recently received the Deems Taylor
Award from the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Pub·
lishers for his biography of Pete Seeger, How Can I Keep from
Si11ging? He will be a Fulbright Senior Scholar at the University of
Nairobi during the spring semester and a consultant to the Voice of
Kenya radio.
The colloquium will be in Room 139 at 1801 Roma N.E.

LINK YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS TO THEIRS

Today's Events
The(l]Dg)' fOr Lunch. will Present a discUssion of
"The American CQ.thclic Bistmps' Peace P;~stf;)ral"
by 11 panel of leaders Jram Alb4querque Pa~ Christl

at oQOQ ~9~ay in NM Union Ro~m123J-E, Bring your
Junco. More: Information is availableat247.0497.
P~l Ch! will meet 111 7 p.m. today in the Psy~hplr;~gy
Library, Dr. JQhnson will discuss tile PsYchology
J-l.onois Program and preparation for graduate
school. Eve{yQne i~ welcome, More information ls
~vailable at 268-8697.

Angel Flight will hold ih rush for new memben at 7
p.m. today at 1901 Las Lomas N.E. All interested
people are welcome More Information Is available at
211·3850.
liah11'i Student A,soclaJion Invite~ everyone to
participate in an informal open-forum .discussion on
variouS topics of inten~st at 1 p.m. 'We9nesdays in
NM Union Room 231-A,_B. More: information Js
a,vailaP!c nt 265-1801.

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a Mach

undergraduate officer commissioning programs. If you're
2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Hanier or une of our
a junior, check out our graduate programs. Starting
other jets or helicopters. And you could do it by the time
salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And you can cotu1t
you're 23. But it takes a special commitment on your
on going further ... fuster.
part We demand leaders at all . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Maybe you can beoneofus.
levels. We teach you to be one.
j:! •~J.
The Few.
Hyou're a freshmanor
.fa~

n
uo

uier.
••
faster.

sophOOJore, l>3k about our

The Proud.
The Marines.

Baptise S!uden1 Union ser','c:s home.c_ooked meals
at noon every Wednesday nt 401 University N.E. Cost
is $1. Mm¢ lnform11tion is availablc:at243·540l,
Narcotics Anonymous will hold Jts "A Step at a
time" group meet-ing at 7:30p.m. Wednesdays a1 St.
Joseph J:tospital's Blandina Room, 400 Walter N.E.
Open to the-public.

r~~ldtiltlal Scholars Club will meet at 6:30 p.m.
1oday in the: Honan Center. Ali scholars_are lnvitl'd
to attend,
UNM Col_ltgc RepubUeans will meet at 7:30 p.m.
today in NM Union Room 230. More information is
available at266.6302.
Mu~ie Educators NaUonal Confert'nce will hold an
Qrfkcrs meeting at 5:15p.m. today in Room l 108 of
the Fine Arts Center. Officcnplcase be there, More
information is available at 277·2126,

UNM Water Polu Club meets from 7 la 9 p.m.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at the Olympic
Pool, Men's and women•$ team~ forming now. More
informati~n is Jtvailabh:at 881•3046.
Visiting A_rtl!ii Lecture Series wiil present a lec~ure
b,Y Pat Oilman:, curator of prints and lllustmted
bopks, National Gallery of Aus!ralia, at l:30 p.m.
today and Thursday in Robm 2018 of the Fine Arts
Center.

Thursday's Events
SandUilT)' Group wil! hr;~ld o dose~AA :meeting for
alcoholies only at noon Tliesdays and Thursdays at
the Newman Center. More information is nvailnblenl
247·1094.
W~;tmen's lnternatloml! Ua2ue for Pe&Ci!' ami
f'reednm will meet at 7 p.ln. Thursday in NM Union
R(1om 250-AB. Ail are welcome. More Information is
avnilable at 277-4938.

JJN..}o1 MHrkc:lln~t Assuctatlon. is sponsoring n
reception for aU UNM seniors lnteresicd in career
opportunitie~ with Pepsi Cola Company at 1 p.m.
Thur~dny at the Hilton Inn. More information h:
:wailablc at 277~21 SO.
lntcr-Vasli): Chrlsl_hin 1-'ellov.shlp wlll meet at 7
p.tn. Thursday In NM Ullion Room 250-DE. This
week Mr. Laury 'Ed: will Speak on '~Solutions to
ConOict: Biblical Perspective." All arc wclcom~.
More Information fs i'l.vailable at 842-9737.
'fh~: UNM Folk Dancyrs "'ill give couJjlcs folk
dancing -das~c~ at 7:30 p.rn. Thursdays in the NM
Uni.on t3allroom, Partners are no1 ne.:essary ond
be~mners ar~ welcomed. More information is
available at 293·1490.

Test Days Set
The Communications Skills Test
(CST) dates for this semester are Friday and Nov. 10. Testing times will
he S:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. both
days.
The CST may be taken only twice
per semester, It is given in the Test·
ing Division, Room 8 of University
College. A picture !.D. and a $10
testing fee are required at the time of
examination.

THE

"

3rd ANNUAL
ENGINEERING & SCIENCE CAREER FAIR
Friday, Sept. 30 11 am-4pm . Saturday, Oct. 1 9am-5p,
BRING YOUR RESUME!
University of New Mexico S.U.B. Ballroom
For More Info. Call 277-6610
Sponsored by Hispanic Engineering Organization/
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers

CfiFE
3004 Central SE
(One BIQck Easl of Girard)

All you can eat
Friday
Fish $3.95
Saturday
Chicken $3.95

All you can eat dinners include
soup, salad, vegetable,
palata.

n11::....... Sel,ection Officer, stLt Garry R.
. at the Student Union
on September 26·29, 1983 or call (505) 766-2816 collect.
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Artist Expresses Concerns Through Work

UNM Costume Designer Keeps Busy
Preparing for Rodey's Upcoming Play UNM--

By M.E. Kinsman
The j(1ces flow across the paper
like wriflen words on a page bold. a/Jstract lines of ink that ere·
ate faces (!<II of expression and life.
Artist Phyllis Cohen's drawings
and lithographs, currently on display at the All·Women's Art Gallery, have been strongly influenced
by the women's movement.
"l depict feelings and concerns of
persons - one might say psyches,
particularly of women. As a woman,
1have a poignant sense of their lives,
a feeling for them that is empathetic,
heartfelt and supportive."
When Cohen came to New Mexico nlmost 10 years ago, she became
involved in various women-in-the·
arts movements.
Since then, she has worked in
many groups and serv.ed on boards
whose goals were to bring reco~ni·
tion and support to women arttsts,
she said. In 1979 she served on the
Women's Studies Board at the University of New Mexico.
A one-time art librarian at the
UNM, Cohen now lives in Santa Fe
and occasionally guest lectures. She
is interested in passing on her knowledge and being supportive of young
artists, she said. "A mature artist
creates opportunities for others."
Cohen's artwork is almost solely
of women. Her drawings are simple,
yet complex. They reflect her years
of training and skill as an artist. But
they are also like a chronology of her
interests and activities over the past

10 years.
Whi.le attending meetings and
seminars, she would draw other
women in the groups, said Cohen.
She plans to publish a book of these
drawings that, according to Cohen,
will be a pictorial diary of New Mexican women in politics and art over
the past 10 years.
Originally from New York,
Cohen studied art at New York and
Michigan universities, and then
went to Europe. Her studies took her
to all the great art centers and
museums of Europe.
She especially liked Paris, she
said. "Paris is my home away from
home." She lived there for a couple
of years, and goes back during the
summer, when she can, for further
training, she said.
Perhaps there's a Parisian influ·
ence seen in her artwork. She said
her work has been influenced by Pi·
caso and Dadaism.

''We got a grandfather!" Bob
Hartung exclaimed tQ Pierre DeRagan a few weeks ago. ''But he'll
need a white wig, Can you do that

t.-

.:.·:

-

\
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·'
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Another faculty member expressed to DeRagon her concern about a
young man's ability to produce a
beard, "He's tried before and says it
doesn't grow in very well. We'll
have to do something.''
After just a few weeks on the job,
DeRagon was already up to his
brunette head in hair dilemmas, preparing for the University of New
Mexico theater arts department's
upcoming production of You Can't
Take It With You, the Pultizer Prizewinning comedy which opens
UNM 's Rodey Theater season Oct.

I

'v'
I

type of metabolism, a chemistry that
attracts people and links them
together."

/

'
/

A drawing by artist Phyllis Cohen, whose work is strongly influenced by the women's
movement. Her drawings and lithographs are on display at the All-Women's Art Gallery.
The cost of Jiving here in New starve, Cohen said, and the area is
Mexico is low enough that artists very encouraging for young, begin·
can pursue their careers and not ning artists.

J. Potter-Hughes

understand. I always figured I'd go
crazy trying to read the program and
I cried all the way through La Tra· follow the action at the same time.
This film caters to the non·
viara; not tears of romantic sym·
pathy, but tears for the lies told to bfficianado with all the glamour of
women about how to live their lives. opera and all the practicality of
being dubbed in English. So I finally
Tears for the lies I had. believed.
La Traviata, a Franco Zeffrrclli tasted opera and I wept.
Violetta, a wealthy woman of
film rendition of Giuseppe Verdi's
opera, is reviewed as a sensational many passions and a reputation to
event, full of beauty in voice and match, forsakes her partying past to
passion, but cannot be called an ev- live happily ever after in the country
with Alfredo, the man she consents
eryday feminist attraction.
I never go to operas. The singing to love forever. But apparently she
usually ranges beyond what my docs not marry him; theirs is a love
sensitive cars can tolerate. Besides, not sacred enough. to be consecrated
they are usually sung in Italian or by the church.
In the midst of their bliss, Alfre,
German, neither of whicb I can

do's papa comes along to ask Violet·
ta to leave Alfredo. The family name
is tarnished because of this illicit
Jove relationship and Papa's daugh·

tet cannot marry until this little matter clears.
But Violetta cannot leave Alfre·
do - she would die. As a matter of
fact, she happens to be a victim of
some strange respiratory illness (probably tuberculosis) - prob·

ably part of the curse from God for
her flagrant life.
She does what Papa asks, however, and by the time all mourn what
has transpired, Violetta reclines on
her death bed. What was very likely
a story of morality for that time about Jove and loose Jiving, in this time
for this feminist takes on new
meaning.
A woman cannot find happiness
in what she loves, for God certainly
disapproves, In sacrificing her love
for the face-saving needs of others,
she brings death to herself.
Slow painful death rewards her
for such self-giving. And though

This Week
Babe Ruthless

6.

The All-Women's Art Gallery is
situated in the Full Circle Bookstore
at 2205 Silver S.E.

Opera-Made.;.Film Has New Meaning for Feminists
By Pamela

Wednesday ni~hts m·e
your nights at Buckets!
This week, $1.25 on 1111
well drinks. A buckt>t of
6longnt>eks onlv $5.50.
Join in the "Bt;st Yonr
Bladder" Contest.

for us?"

"1 feel my work reflects a certain

-After working as an artist (or
more than 20 years, Cohen said she
has found New Mexico a very livable place for artists, There is an
active art community and the large
cities - Santa Fe, Albuquerque,
Roswell - have taken an interest in
fostering artistic culture within their
communities, she said.

BlOB*

some come to realize their wrong,
they come too late, for death has
already taken hold. In requiting her
sacrifice for their .happiness, their
loss can never be measured,
Violetta died, as do all women
who choose a path directed by
others.
I cried because daily I must make
the choice to live in the face of all
those who would say I need to give
up who I am and who I love so they
may live. I cried because I almost
died, yet I live; choosing not to die
even when voices. all around say
God wills it.

But performing millinery magic
and whipping up whiskers is old hat
for this costume designer whO has
dressed the tresses of many performers, including Joanne Woodward.
He emphasizes, however, that hair
and head gear aren't his only spe·
cialities.
"When you're working in theater, employment depends a lot on
how versatile you are" - a lesson
he says he'll stess to his students.
UNM costume designer and
faculty member David Velasquez
has taken a year's leave of absence in
New York City and DeRagon ba5
accepted the one-year position.
DeRagon, a Pennsylvania native,
comes to sunny New Mexico direct·
ly from what he calls the "frozen
north" of Minneapolis, where he
served for two years at the Guthrie
Theater - revered as one of the
country's finest regional theaters.
With $200,000 of the Guthrie's
$5 million annual budget, DcRagon
says he was able to design ''some of
the most beautiful costumes you've
ever seen. The fabrics we used were
the best."
The designer says he prefers high·
er priced natural fabrics -silks,
woolens, cottons and linens -to
synthentic fabrics for their comfort
and superior draping qualities.
He bought most of the Guthrie's
costume wares in New York City, a
shopper's paradise, where DeRagon
says there's even a store entirely de·
voted to umbrella frames.
Though his move to UNM's costume shop is somewhat of a riches·
to-rags transition, it's one DcRagon
says he welcomes.
"'The time J spent at the Guthrie
was very intense. It was a trying job,

4100 San Mateo
*Buckets Instead of Books

Alexandria King

Pierre DeRagon
I wanted a place where I could go for
a year and pull a lot of things into
perspective.''
At 28, DeRagon already has pul·
led together an enviable wealth of
experience. After earning a master's
of fine arts degree from Boston Uni·
versity in 1979, the young designer
took a position as assistant professor
of theater and head of the graduate
program in costume design at West·
em Illinois University,
Since then, he has iravcled extenconducting workshops,
working in the costume department
of the New York City Opera and
designing for theaters from North
Dakota to Massachusetts and Ala·
bama.
~ively,

"I become very restless when I'm
in a place for more than two years,''
he admits.
At this stage in his whirlwind
career, he says UNM is where he
wants to be. "I love working in the
classroom; I lave to teach. It just
seemed natural for me to come here
forthis."
In addition to teaching two cos·
tume design courses at the Universi·
ty, DeRag'on will design for all of
Rodey's plays this season.
Most of the costumes for the Up·

Drawings Featured

/

CAN YOU BUY GOOD TASTE?
'

f

f
r

Yes! Now you can acquire good taste fora
couple of bucks. Just wear shirts and visor-sthat say "Dos Equis." After all, those
are foreign words. And anyone in college
knows people who wear stuff with foreign

words and alligators have good taste.
So, order your kind of good taste in Dos
Equis sportsweartoday. And remember to
eat your peanut butter and jelly sand,
wiches over the sink.
~

19B3Cel\leeHf• Motlelllmt, S.A.

Time-worn postcards, family
snapshots and letters carefully cen·
tered and covered with a thin, trans•
lucent paper and robbed with soft
graphite, which reveals on the
parchment their forms and textures
but not their colors or visual images - this is the process artist Jim
Melchert uses to create his graphite
drawings.
. Twenty•five such drawings by
Melchert are on display at the University of New Mexico Art 'Museum
through Oct. 30.
Melchert has been collecting arti·
facts from seeond-hand stores and
antique shops and creating these unusual drawings for more than eight
years.
Below each drawing, Melchert
scrawls a text - either the message
inscribed on the correspondence it·
self, at a description of its content or
imagery.
Without the actual image to pon·
dcr in the drawings, meanings shift.
Poetry, humor and politics often be·
come evident in Melchert'S play of
words and numbers. One's eye
moves first to the text, then to the
amorphous visual reference of tha
corraspondcncc.

Specific meanings arc unique to
each viewer, as personal memories
and conceptions are brought to each
drawing.
Born in 1930, Melchert .received
his undergraduate degree in
archaeology and art from Princeton
University. He did his graduate
work with the renowned ceramist,
Peter Vouldos, at the University of
California, Berkeley, Where he is
currently a professor of art.
As director of the Visual Arts
Program of the National Endow·
ment for the Arts from 1977·1981,
Melchert worked to increase the size
and number of individual artist's
grants and to elevate the position of
American crafts.
He bas exhibited and lectured ex·
tcnsivcly throughout the United
States and Europe. His creative
work vcnhJres into the fields of per·
fonnance, slide projection and film,
as well as drawing.
Melchert will visit UNM and
speak about his work at 7:30 p.m.
Qct. 5 in R<iOm 2018oftheFine Arts
Center. The Museum is open lO
a.m,-5 p.m. Tuesday through Fri·
day, 7-JOp.m. on Saturdays and J-5
p.m. Sundays.

•

Levi's Wrangler
501's

Jeans
Cords
Painter's Pants

SADDLEMAN

Sedgefield

BOOT CUT

Fashion Jeans

SHRINK TO FIT

coming You Can't Take It With You,
which takes place in the 1930s, are
ready-made period clothes DeRagon
salvaged from Albuquerque Civic
Light Opera, UNM' s stock and area
vintage clothing shops.
"Even though the Depression
was going on in the fashion industry,
it was a very beautiful period as far
as cut of clothing and detail," DeRagan says. "It was also highly accessorized. A woman didn't even
think of going outside without a hat,
gloves and a little purse.
"We're doing thisplay as realisti·
cally as possible. I really love the
look we're giving it," he says.
"And I want to give them a real
'wower' fot this show. This gives
me a chance to prove myself."

Classified Ads
in the Lobo
get results!

$16.99
lobo
men's
shop
NOW OPEN
Sundays
11·5

- • 'PoP8J0Y
• H8 II
•

WHEREALLTHE
GOOD THINGS

Presents

National
--- 'l!hOIJY
OrChestra

MSTISLA V ROSTROPOVICH
CONDUCTOR
Thursday, October 6-8:15 p.m.
Tickets- Public $22.00, 18.00
ASUNM/GSA Students 1h price
Telephone 277-3121

2120
Central SE
243-6954
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Sports
Revenge on the Mind of
North Texas State Team
By Eric Maddy

6-2.
It sounds more like a score from
one of the baseball pennant races,
but it grabbed the attention of everyone in the Aggie Memorial Stadium
last Saturday night.
When the score was announced
during the Lobo·Aggie game, it
drew different reactions. New Mexico State fans were comforted to
hear that the team which defeated
them 49-3 the previous week was
playing well against the secondranked team in the nation. It was bad
news for Lobo fans, however, because they knew their team would be
facing that leading team this week.
The North Texas State Mean
Green played a mean first halfSaturday and went to the locker room at
intermission leading No. 2 Texas by
that score at halflime last week in
Austin.
But unfortunately for NTSU and
Clark "Corky" Nelson, the head
football coach of the Mean Green;
football is a 60-minute game. NTSU
lost two starters and "got ourselves
beat up, down and all around,'' said
Nelson, and went on to lose the
game 26-6.
"We tried to leave at halftime;''
joked the second-year coach. "But
they had the gate locked at one end
and had a policeman atthe other. We
probably shocked a lot of the sports
world with that score."
NTSU lost tailback Richard
Buckingham and cornerback Cedrick Nelson (no relation to the
coach) with shoulder injuries in the
Texas game. ''The problem is that I
thought Cedrick was the best cornerback we had and Richard. did so
many thin!ls well besides running.
like blocking and catching passes."
Nelson said.
Buckingham will be replaced by
freshman redshirt Greg Lee and Nelson's spot will be filled by Efrem
McGowan, who has played the other
three secondary positions before.
Lobo fans are used to being
shocked by NTSU. The same team
neatly beat UNM last year when
they scored on a 30-yard pass from
quarterback Greg Carter to Marvin

Walker wih 5'l seconds left in the
game to take the lead. But UNM
signal caller David Osborn teamed
with Derwin Williams on a 47-yard
touchdown with just 28 seconds on
the clock to pull out a 20-17 win.
Walker has graduated, but Carter
and several of his teammates will be
seeking revenge at 7 p.m. Saturday ·
at University Stadium. "I'm not
sure it will give us any additional
confidence, knowing that we stayed
with them last year," said Nelson,
whose team went 2-9 in '82.
"We've got a Jot of confidence this
year.
.
''We went through the ups and the
downs in about 36 seconds last year.
I'm sure it's on everybody's mind
this week and will be a motivating
factor in the game."
As if Carter needs another ''motivating factor," he will be playing
against his friend, UNM quarterback Buddy Funck, who was the
best man at Carter's wedding this
summer. "I'm sure they both want
to do well and not embarrass themselves against each other," Nelson
said. "They both like to compete."
It's Funck's competitive skills
"that scare me the most," said Nelson. "UNM's offensive line blocks
very well, and that No. 3 (Williams)
is back. They just look like a very
solid offensive team to me.''
Nelson said he is not changing
NTSU's defense in an attempt to
force the turnovers that have plagued UNM this year. "We play a
pressure defense; so if we play well
we are forcing mistakes, like New
Mexico does," said Nelson. "Their
defense is so aggressive they force
turnovers and sacks. And their people run so well on defense.
"Some people say their type of
defense is unsound, but I think they
are very sound," Nelson added.,
"I'm scared of their defense, because it is different from what you
face week in and week out."
The Mean Green, 2·2 this year,
have also been hurt by turnovers and
penalties, Nelson said. "We blew a
game at Oklahoma State (a 20-13
loss) with five turnovers. We moved
the ball well against Texas but we
had a lot of penalties.

Ski Team Starts Training

BYU's Young
Gets Offense
MVP Award

If you can't grab the flag get the arm: This appears to be the Pi Beta Phi (defender) team
motto. The 'Beta Bruisers' were ahead ofZeta Tau Alpha 12-0 in this intramural match. The
game was rained out midway through the contest.

Tucker Golf Tournament Opens Today
By Eric Maddy
Five of the nation's top 10 teams
will battle host New Mexico for the
29th Annual William H. Tucker Invitational golf tournament which begins at 8 a.m. today at the UNM
South Course.
Top-ranked Oklahoma State,
which won the NCAA title last year,
fourth-ranked Oklahoma, No. 5
UCLA, seveoth-rated Brigham
Young and No. I0 Florida join two
UNM teams and eight other teams In
the four-day, 72-hole tournament.
Brigham Young won last year's tiile
by eight shots over Houston and 24
strokes over the Lobos.
New Mexico is collling off a
second place finish at the Falcon Invitational last week. UNM's Don
Hurter, who won the individual title
in that tournament, will be paired

with two first team All-Americans,
Andy Dillard of Oklahoma State and
defending Tucker individual cham·
pion Rick Fehr, in one of the featured groupings of the, day.
Tony Hidalgo; who finished. third
in the Tucker last year and won
several tournaments this summer,
will play on the Lobos' Silver
(second) team. "Tony had a great
summer, but when it came time to
qualify for the Air Force tournament
he didn't make it," said UNM
Coach Dwaine Knight Monday
night.' "It came down to a choice
between him and John Kienle. They
played against each other on Monday; and John beat him decisively.
Besides·, I thought John did very
well for us in his first tournament as
a freshman."
Hurter and Kienle will be joined
on UNM's Cherry (first) team by

Dave Waszak, Jim Brazen and Mark
Wurtz. Hidalgo will be teamed with
Ron Castillo, J.B. Snevc, Phillip
Chun and Ben Darwin.
Knight's first squad is paired with
Brigham Young and Florida in the
first round. ''The team had a vote on
who they wanted. to play during the
first round," Knight said. "And
they picked the teams they thought
would be the toughest.
"I think they will go out and see
that BYU and Florida arc good golf
teams, but realize, 'Hey, they are
not unbeatable.' That's very important for a young team like we have.''
Pairings for the final three rounds
will be determined by the lowest
team scores.
The 29th Tucker will make golf
history by being the first collegiate
tournament associated with a char·
ity, in this case the American Cancer
Society.

University of New Mexico ski
coaches are not waiting for snow to
fall before they get their teams train·
ing. The coaches will keep their
skiers running in the mountains and
roller skating in Tijeras Canyon until
the ground turns white.
The Lobo ski team took sixth
place in the nation last March in
Bozeman, Mont. "We aren't about
to back down this year either,· • said
head alpine Coach George Brooks.
Brooks said last year's sixth place
finish was a surprise. "Our goal
right now is to stay in the six.th posi-

DENVER (UPI) -Steve
Young, the latest in a long line of
pass-crazy quarterbacks at
Brigham Young University, was
named the Western Athletic Con·
ference offensive player .of the
week Tuesday.
Although formt{r Cougar quarterback Jim McMahon already
owns most of the NCAA quarterbacking records, Young found a
niche for himself in the record
book by completing 18 straight
passes in BYU's 46-28 win over
Air Force Saturday.
Young completed 39 of 49
passes for 486 yards and three
touchdowns. It was his third
straight game of passing more
than 300 yards.
Young leads the nation in passing with an average of 412.3
yards, as well as in total offense
with 451.7 yards, completions
with 30.7 and. points responsible
for with 28.
Other nominees for the offensive honor were Air Force wide
receiver Mike Kirby; Colorado
State running back Steve Bartalo;
Hawaii quarterback Raphe!
Cherry; New Mexico quarterback Buddy Funck; San l)iego
State quarterback Mark McKay;
Texas El Paso utility man Kevin
Ward, who played quarterback,
wingback and tailback; Utah
quarterback Mark Stevens and
Wyoming tight end Chris Kolodziejski.

tion."

Brooks and cross country ski
Coach Klaus Weber have eight new
recruits and 18 returning veterans
this season, including All-American
cross country skiers Kjersti Stenberg, Heidi Sorenson and Wenche
Holkholt. The three were national
champions in the 3-by-5 cross coun.try relay.
Also returning for the Lobos. will
be Max Wahlqvist, who became the
first Lobo men's All-American.
Despite a strong returning team,
varsity recruiting continues. "Our
men's alpine team is a little thin right
now," said Brooks. "Five skiers

Garcia, a junior who graduated
from Highland High School in Albuquerque, was 19·5 last year- the

Team recruiter Bill Farwig said he
hopes to have three new skiers with
the program by Christmas. "We
have a recruit in Canada right now
who is very close to signing on our
women's team," he said.
The Lobos began. training last
week for the Band C team. Coaches
George Schmidt and Alex Avetikian
head these programs.
"The latest training techniques
and applications will be utilized
throughout the season to increase
both knowledge and skill levels,"
said Schmidt. •'Our B team is structured for those who want to refine
their skills and provides a solid step·
ping stone to the varsity team,
''The C team is designed to help
skiers enjoy the sport while learning
and firming up skills for lighthearted competition and. fun.''
Schmidt said there is still room for
more skiers on the teams. Anyone
interested should contact Schmidt in
the UNM ski office in Carlisle Gym.
The deadline is Friday.

best record on the team, and is the
Lo6os' top player again this year. Garcia was a walk-on the past two seasons.
"The Albuquerque Tennis Patrons
donated a scholarship to the UNM tennis team because they always want to
be sure a tennis player from the state of
New Mexico has the opportunity to
compete at UNM," said Geatz. "The
support they have given our program is
just tremendous."

SIMCHAT TORAH SCHEDULE
WEDNESDAY 9-28
6:30 P.M. SHMINI ATZERET HAKAFOT SERVICE
THURSDAY 9-29
10:00 A.M. MORNING SERVICE

SATURDAY 10-1
10:00 AM. MORNING
SHAI313AT SERVICE

~~~~

OUTDOOR
CLOTHING
SPECIALISTS

REFRESHMENTS ON THURSDAY, September 29th at 6:30p.M.
SIMCHAT TORAH CELE13RATION

1801 Sigma Chi NE
296-6060

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S EVENTS*
Manag~el'/Particlpant

Cross Country
Frisbee Golf Singles
Volleyball (FF)

NEW MEXICO'S _COMPLETE
13ACKPACKING/MOUNTAINEERING SHOP

LITEJUA'I' FINt:
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CO-REC EVENTS*
Tennis

Nt.W

MEII:f.C'O

BE A PLASMA DONOR
Yale

Bloo~

Plasma, Inc.
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122 Yale SE
Albuquerque. NM 811 06
(505) 266-5729
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Expires September 31, 1983
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4th Annual Lowenbrau Bike Race
Sunday, October 9, 1983
Join in the fun at a 22.6 mile bike race to be held Sunday,
October 9. The 4th Annual Lowenbrau Bike Race. sponsored by UNM leisure Services and Lowenbrau, will begin
at 10:00 a.m. at the Mountain View Inn. The race will end
at the site oi the Golden Inn. 'f-Shirts Will be given to the
fltst 170 racers Who register and prizes will be awarded in
12 categories. .Register lri the_ lei-sure Services Office,
Room 230 In Johnson Gym, 277·5151. $4.00 entry lee
before Friday. October 7 at 5:00p.m. $5.00 the day of the
race.

DAW.N o SAlt OF THE EARTH BOOKSTORE o FUll CIRClE
BOOKS oliVING BATCH BOOKSTORE • CASA DE
COlORES oYUCCA GAllERY o GAllERY DEl SOlo EMERALD
MOONVINTAGE CLOTHING olOS LLANOS BOOKS IN SANTA
FE o WEYRICH
GALLERY o NICHOLAS POTHR
BOOKSELLER o FIRST EDITION o11sl CENTURY FOX o THE VlllAG·
RA BOOKSHOP o MUSEUM OF NEW MEXICO o SCHARr
GAllE~IES •liNDA DURHAM GAllERY o All IN SANTA
FE o CRAZ~ HORSE GAllERY • HIPPO ICE CREAM •THE ARTISAN/
SANTA FEoAND SOHO ZAT IN NEW YORK, NEW YORK•THE
FRAMERY o ASA GAllERY o ANO 131 MARRON HAll ON THE UNM
C
A
M.P
US
•
IT'S EXPENSIVE o ARTISTIC • LITERATE • YOURS •
MINEo AVAILMLE TO ONE AND AlL o BUY IT NOW o
CON·CEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST o CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWESToSOU

1

I

OOfXUi

Mlllll' -.tO

U'IIY~r\INn

iit-fJ.

Jd

JIIIIIWO~tl

HI:IW

Oilil.o1 AIIVWilil"'

.. ~~DW:~t~:~·

IH1

I
I

8. T·Birds ·
9. Minorities
10. Shark Baits

MEN'S TOPS
B TEAM FLAG FOOTBALL POLL
I. First Seal
2. Eliminator
3. Mean Machine
4. B•Bomber
5, E•plodlng Pigskins

WOMEN'S TOP 4
FLAG FOOTBALL POLL
1.
2.
3.
4.

Outlaws
Bouncers
Kosmle KappaS
Beta Bruisers

CO-REC
INNERTUBE WATER POLO POLL
l. Riptides
2. Scutt Puppies
.
3. E•ploding Penguins
4. Leather Works Inc.
5. Thtee Brethren Sisters
6. T-Bitds

Watch (or the Leisure Services Boulleing Ball at halftime
ofthe lJNM os. NTSU Football Game.

Free 8 oz. glass of

FRESH SQUEEZED

ORANGE JUICE
with purchase of breakfast or hamburger
($1.30 or more)

·. . .. . .

''OJ. , . . . _ _

'

6. 69ers

1. Sigma Chi

-----------·-------------

I

BUY IT

I

$1 , (.) 11
l6b·'i71Y

Y,llt• Blood

Freshman Kim Noyes had a hot
batting average of .666 and stole
three bases in last weekend's action.
She was followed by juniors Dee
Sanchez and Sandy Umfleet, who
batted .500.

L The Bench
2. Lambda Chi Alpha
3.SVA
4. California Kids
5. Pi Kappa Alpha

GETAWAY/SPECIAL EVENTS

~~'1-:~:;~Rt'i;R~~§Klap~tt\tg~l~E~~;>~;&~~~a~li~~

. .__________. . . . ______.- · - - -. ___. . . . .- -.·- - -· - ·---.. .--------------------------------...1
I $11 per donor

Thursday, September 29, 1983

#All Faculty/Staff entries are due at the MANDATORY
Manager!Participant meellng held in room 230 of Johnson
gym at 12· noon.

CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST o CONCHTiONS
SOUTHWESToSOU

$1 . Z

Bonus Coupon

We want to be aZoo.Parent!
Help us ad?pla baby _t1ger from
the Rto Grande Zoo.
Bring,thi~ coupon on any .single donatio~ per w.eck for your
contnbuhon towards adoptmg one o( the 2 baby t1gers recently
borh at the zoo.
4 ,

Wednesday, September 28, 1983

*All M~n's, Women's and CowRec entries are: due at the
MANDATORY manager/participant meetings held at
4:15p.m. in Room 154 of Johnson Gym.

ASK FOR IT

.

Craig .said she was happy with
Venisa Dinius' progress in the last
two weeks. Dinius won the first
game she pitched as a collegiate
athlete last weekend.

MEN'S TOP 10
A TEAM FLAG FOOTBALL POLL

(FF)--requires a $10.00 refundable forfeit lee.

----------------------------------··
.
I
~--

Meeting
Wednesday, September 28, 1983
Wednesday, September 28. 1983
Wednesday, September 28, 1983

FACUL1Y/STAFF EVENTS#

tHE

~~N~~~~~~~

I

The University of New Mexico
women's softball team split both its
double-headers with New Mexico
State University last weekend, and
Lobo Coach. Susan Craig said the
team "improved in the areas we
were working on."
The Lobos won the first game of
Saturday's double-header by a score
of 1-0 and dropped the second game
3-5. Sunday's action saw the Lobos
lose 0-1 in the first game before
coming back and posting an 11-1
victory.
The Lobos committed four errors,
one in each game, in the 2-2 split
with NMSU.
Craig said she was pleased with
pitchers Allison Maney and Erin

Putnam. "They're both stronger
than they were last year. Allison did
a super job &nd Erin is pitching the
ball with a lot more speed.''
"We have 14 very strong players," said Craig, "anyone of whom
could step into a game and play well
in any given situation."

Room 230, Johnson Gym Phone 277-5151

Co·Rec Volleyball

·TYPEWRITER· RENTALS AVAILABLE·
HOURS: MON·FRI8·9/SAT 10·4
A LITTLE HARDER TO FIND
BUT WORTH IT.
LOCATED IN THE NORTH SUB BASEMENT

JOIN US FOR CHASSIOIC DANCING

By Earl Jones

FRONTIER/Leisure Services Scoreboard

6:30.P.M. SIMCHAT TORAH HAKAFOT
FRIDAY 9-30
10:00 A.M. MORNING SERVICE HAKAFOT
6:30 P.M. EVENING SERVICE

Softballers Split Series

..-..-~~~~VID lE ~--.....

2421 Son Pedro NE • 884·5113

CHABAD JEWISH ACTIVITIES CENTER

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (UP!) - If anything gets Harry Carson back into the New York Giants defensive lineup quickly, it'll be
the way Lawrence Taylor has taken to his inside linebacker position.
Carson, out at least four more weeks after knee surgery last Tuesday, was replaced by Taylor in the Giants' 'l-7-3 victory over the Green
Bay Packers Monday night. It was a case of an AU-Pro outside
linebacker replacing an All-Pro inside linebacker and Taylor had little
trouble adjusting.
"I can see why Harry likes it because you get to do a lot of hitting,"
Taylor said. "I don't mind running to the ball, I was pretty much
excited and fired up. As the game progressed, I guess it got contagious.
I didn't care whether our offense scored or not, I just wanted to get back
out there."
Taylor had four solo tackles, two assists and broke up a pass in
helping the Giants hold Green Bay's high-powered offense without a
touchdown. New York forced the Packers to settle for a field goal from
the 3 in the ftrst quarter, then stopped Green Bay on downs on the I in
the second.
"What we did wasn't really complicated," Taylor said.

women's team.''

Tennis Player Wins Scholarship
University of New Mexico men's
tennis Coach David Geatz Tuesday
announced Galen Garcia as the ftrst
recipient of the Albuquerque Tennis
Patrons Scholarship. The in-state
scholarship is awarded to a New Mex:
ico athlete participating in tennis at
UNM.

Taylor Fond of Inside Position

make a team. We. have four, and it's
always good to have a backup. We
also ne.ed one .more skier on our

$.65 value
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STOP TilE WAR before it starts: Students for
Survival will hold a meeting at2 p.m. Thursday, Sept.
29, Room 2SOE "f the SUB. If you care, be there.
9129
1\NGINEERIN<l AND SCIENCE C11reer Fair:
Friday and Saturday UNM SUB Ballroom 9 a.m.-~
p.m. Bring your resume. For more info, call 2776610.
9/30
PSI Clll MEETING Wed. 7 p.m. Dr. Johnson will
discuss Psychology Honors Program and Graduate
School Prcpnr.atlon. Everyone welcome,
9/28
PARENTS I>AYI SATURDAY, October I. Share
your college experience with your parents, family and
friends! Campus tours, special presentations by many
campus departments, luncheons and morel Call
Student Activities at 277·4706 for more information.
9/30
8300 CI.Uil. ALI. male gay club open 24 hours. 8307
Central NE. 255-6525.
9/30
CLUII? Mt:ETING? EVt:NT? Advertise in Las
Noticias. Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
departments and organizMions,
tfn

Personals
S<'OTf- If API'\' IllltTIIDAY! You actually
made it thru nineteen years I Congratsl Have a terrific
9128.
birthday. Love, your little sister.
MART, I CAN'T live without you. Just wait until
Saturday. Jch Iiebe dich, Dano.
9/28
II. E., I ADMIRE you from afar. Let's be friends. C.
9128
MARTIN: DON'T LOOK so hard. There may be one
very close.
9/28
WILD EYED GERMAN: (S in the B) plus
(EJ's)- ("Harold") "' (II In the S). , , Thank god
for "Harold.'' P.S. Linus should hav: held his
breath. lch Iiebe dlch, the Latenight Draftsman. 9/28
WIIOEVEil Bt:LJt:VES IN the Son .has eternal life,
but whoever rejects the Son will not see life, for God's
wrath remains on him.
9/28
t'OR GOD SO loved the world that he gave his one
and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not
9/28
perisb, but have eternal life.
FUN·LOVING t'EMALES needed for drunken
midnight excursions, 2 a.m. pizza runs and
memorable sunrises. Call Tom or llrian at 3787 and
3676.
9128
MAK~; CONTACT WITH that special someone or
friends nnd family. Place n personal message in the
cla~sifieds today. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun

-------------

WE'ItE STII,I, CELEIIRATING 1st anniversary at
the Mixed flag. SO~'• off on all candies, carob and
yogurt products. Also selected Items, Big savings at
2210 CentralS£:, across from LlNM.
9/30
COME SEE AND hear what you've been missing.
9/30
A TTIC'l.'S rocks Bogart's Sunday, October 9.
"t"OOU/FUN" IS a place for announcements of
restaurants. panics, food sales and stores, concerts,
et~. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
tfn
today.

n:MINIS1' Tlii-:RAI'IST. t'EE based on income.
Connie298-3530.
10/4
GRIEf' SIJI>PORT GROUP for children 6-12 years
old who have experienced the death of a parent. Eight

SPACIOUS, SECURE ONE-plex. One grad student
9/30
preferred. UNM short walk, 242-1796.
THREE BDRM. ONE block from UNM. No kid·
s/pets. $400 plus utilities, 884-7338,
10/4
ROOM UNDER 5100 per month, Across street from
9129
campus. 243-3641.
ROOMMATE, MALE/io'EMALE for three-bdrm,
two-bath house with hot tub, garden space, $200,
utilities included. Christop1Jer242-5368.
9/28
WALK TO UNM from a spac[pus tw~>-bcdroom apt.
J ~st $300 per month. Gas included, Sorry, no
10/3
children or pets. Call after5 p.m.293-1070.
HOUSEMATE WANTED. THREE bdrm $170/mo,
share utilities. Non-~moker. Available !0/l/83,
Garden, yard. 265-0102,
9/30
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Nice tw~>
bedroom furnished apt. Lake and Racquet Apt~. 265·
4341.
9/29
SPACE IN HOUSE for rent. $250-$300. Thirty
minutes to UNM. 873-1619,
9/29
CHRISTIAN FEMALE WANTED to share tw~>
bedroom house near UNM. $160 rent, 'h utilities.
268-7199.
9/30
ROOM FOR RENT. Private bath, kitchen privilages,
partial to pets. $150 p/m, $100 DD. Call
GarY/ Janene 884-0604.
9/28
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreati()n
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets, 1520 University l'ffi, 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for '2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

OVERWEIGHT SINGLES
Join Albu.'s new BIG
mtroduction and dating service.

~~
opens the door to
Big opportunities.

292-9080

Employment

--------

G\'.MNASTICS COACH NEEDED. Part-time.
CWS. Contact Heights YMCA265-6971.
9129
OFFICE HELP, PART-TIME. $3.50/hr. Evenings
S-9, weekend days, Call Melanie 265-2524 af·
tcrnoons,
. 9/30
PERMANENT PART-TIME POSITION available,
Twenty hours a week, Will work around your
schedule. Filing, mailing, helping credit manager with
cash· application. $3.50 an hour. Contact Noel at
Korber Electric 884-2740,
9128

~

*~
**
**
**

WILD RICE 55/LB. Call Anne247-84S4.
9/28
TEN ACRES, WOODED, San Pedro Mountains
near Golden. S12,000. 266·3224.
. 9/28
PHARMACY 276 BOOK, four years of old exams.
266-3224.
9128
A IJICYCLIST TENT. Moss Cricket one-man. 2'A
lbs! SilO. 266·1145. Joshua.
9/28
1981 IIONDA CM400T. Excellent condition,
10/4
w/extras. $1050. Call Daveat298-0899,

~o1
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AND THE BEST CHICAGO
STYLE HOT DOGS
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ON FRESH CUT CURLY Q ~
FRENCH FRIES
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1844 LOMAS AT YALE
842-1192
.
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City ;~ S oiCeniral I

I

I1&2ASlices
of Cheese Pizza I
Large Soft Drink 1.901
L _ .... ~o~~o:!.T!!_a~'!. ____ .J

I.
e

KINKO'S
Low Prices
No Minimum

•

Open Seven Days

kinkolrs copivs

3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Nezt To Lobo Theater
Call 268-7023

:Z31:Z Central S.E.

255·9673

TAKE NOTE.

Daily Lobo Display Advertising
277-5656
• Emily Jlicksrm • 1!:1ltlic 'fuFuya • Curulyn Ford

e Leslie Vcnzucln • Mi~c Donovun • nurhurn Chumley

Travel

---------

TAKING A TRIP? Advertise. your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Daily Lobo..
I fn

Lost &"Found

---------

LOST: GOLD JfOOP earring 8/31. Reward, 898·
8569. Great senlimental value.
9/28
LOST: WHITE GERMAN bike pump in Mitchell
Hall. Call Adrianna277-4084.
9/29
LOST SOMETHING? COME to the Daily Lobo
business llffice, 131 Marron Hall. We have a shirt, a
wallet and some sets of keys.
9/28
CLAIM \'OUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m, to4:00 p.m. daily,
tfn

Miscellaneous

------------

REMEMBER THOSE GOOD o'Je prices on clothes.
We still have them. The Cat's Meow, second-hand
~lothes. 3104 Central SE.
9/29
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS, Place your ad
today, 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

:

r-------------,
*
~~****************t
1~

BABYSITTER NEEDED AFTER school, Must have
car. Two children, 8 and 10 years old, Vicinity
Loulsian~ and Montgomery. Excellent pay. Call 2%·
0526, evenings 881-6625.
9/28
WAITRF.'!SES NEEDED. FLEXIBLE schedules.
Apply 2·5 p.m. 4701 Menual NE, The Sultan 8847211.
9/28
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. MuH be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor.Store at 5516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lof!las NE.
·
I0/14

***************** r--------------1

For Sale

OLD TOWN

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books

1981 KAWASAKI LTDSSO w/some e~tras, Great
10/3
condition. $1450. 881-9861 after6 p.m.
WEDDING DRESS FOR sale. Call242·1055.
900
1982 HONDA CX-500. Less than 1000 miles. Extras.
$1650. 266-6970.
9/30
WORD PROCESSOR, IBM, Uses Ooppy disc. Free
discs, Priced to sell $2300, Call881-0313.
9/30
TEN-SPEED PANASONIC boy's bicycle$100, 296·
4556,
9/30
'78 CHEVY NOVA. Six cyl., AM/FM cassette,
900
loaded. $2650. Karl292-5960. ·
1966 VW BUS. Professionally' rebuilt, 12 volt, ex·
cellent condition. $21 SO, 292-5960 Kathy.
9/30
TEN-SPEED BICYCLE, Bianchi Super, 21 inch,
Zefal pump, extras. $325. Call 268-4939, 281-3589
evenings.
9/Z9
1979 VESPA P 200E. 450 original miles, excellent
-condition, $675,293-5357,
9/28

Ho_!!.sin,&_ _ _.___ _

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

Tai Chi,
Kung Fu

MUST SELL 1M MEDIA TELYI 78 Ford Fl 50 $1995,
best offer. 256-7681,
9129
R.C. GORMAN PRINTS for sale. Just $25, If in·
9/29
tcrested, call Jeff 293-9512.
HORNOR CLASSICAL GUITAR w/case, Good
condition. Great for beginner. $40, Also Premier
snare drum w/case. Great condition. $80, J4S-on4.
10/3

area. 90 cents/page, 881-6445.
10/4
CONTACTS-POLISHING, SOI,U'fiONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west ofWashington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Cnoosc,
tfn
294-0171.
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS, Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Sly)es), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819,
tfn

inese Culture. Cenf)ter

Services

P.oa~;:tss

Wednesdays, October 5-November 23, 4·5 p.m.
Sponsored by the Albuquerque Center for Attitudinal
Healing, Contact Pat Dolan at 293-2061 for in·
formation and registration.
10/4
OVERWEIGHT? N~:ED OVERWEIGHT people for
an all natural program (Herbalife). Call296-8071,
10/11
QUICK READING COURSE, Only four hours to
learn techniques! Low student rates. C!lll now by
October 4 for Octo bcr 9 course. 883-2764.
9/28
TYPING,. WORI) 'PROCESSING. Trr~ ~qvm.
theses, dissertations, edllin~. "~.u111es professionally
written. Rcasonaht" :"'~s. 881-0313.
9/30
ATIEN110N CAR OWNERS: lntroductllrY offer,
$150 worth of car maintenance for$20. Good for one
year. Two blocks from UNM. Includes free carb and
timing adjustment, computer spin balance two
wheels, chassis lube, electronic engine analysis, .brake
adjustment, complete tire rotation and more•.•
Cenified mechanics. All parts and labor guaranteed.
Also. complete oil change and lube for $9.95, $10
off on tune up. Call for info, Ed Stone 265-4939.
10/3
TYPING 266-3717.
10/24
PROOFREADER AVAILABLE! ACCURATE,
fast. Call883-2764,
9/28
TUTORING- MATHEMATICS, STATISTics:
French - Any level - By degreed, experienced
teacheNUtor. 266-4247.
10/3
ARADIC, EX PERIENCF:D TEACHER 883-8577,
9/30
TYPIST. TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299·8970. 10/24
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING: Spelling and
editing help, $1.25/page. Pickup and deliverY service.
281·2662.
10/6
LEARN THE OLDEST exercise in the world! We
will show you hllW to stay relaxed, increase your brain
cupacity and build your energy reserve. Easy walk
9/30
from UNM. The Yoga Center 255-2900,
TERM PAPERS, THE!iES, dissertations.
manuicript~. Typed on IBM Word Processor. Special
student rates. Editing service included, 298-6006.
.9/30
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. REASONABLE. IBM
Selectric Ill. Manuscripts, business, dissertations,
thesis, etc. Work guaranteed. 299-6256, 299-2676.
·
9/28
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING, Rindy 296-6298,
1/23
TYPIST ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor, Some
genius. 242-3093.
9/30
IIERBALU'E. LOSE CELLULITE and weight
natu.rally, gradually, safely, Look younger. Have
more energy. 884-4604.
10/14
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER. Quality lessons, sales,
tfn
rentals and repairs. 143 HarvardSE. 265-3315,
GUITAR U:SSONS. AI.L styles. Twenty-two years
10/3
teaching. John Mitchell268-0496.
TYPING, IBM SEI.ECTRIC. 255-3337,
10125
TYPIST, TERM .PAPERS, resumes. 299-8970. 9/30
ONE WORI.D PRODlJCTIONS: Multi-track
recording and complete 'A inch video facility in the
northern mountains near Taos, Phone 758-3156.
9/30
MASSAGE THERAPY. REST, relaxation. 822·
2728. Voice pager.
10/3
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/charts/graphs in
my home, Call The Other Office 884-6564,
9/30
THE CERVICAL CAP is n barrier method of birth
control. While under study by the FDA, the cap is
available locally. Call242-2402.
9/28
ACULEX WOitD PROCESSING: Theses, dissertations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-3181.
12112
QUAI.ITY TYPING. MONTGOMERY-San Pedro

LET US CATER
YOUR NEXT PARTY

~asfqaus '~nrnlJa
specializing in
German food, party trays,
delicious homemade pastries

1218 San Mateo
268-0710

L-------------..J

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Relatives
6 USSR river
10 Border
14 Grovel
15 Ingenue, e.g.
16 Girl's name
17 Axe man
18 Wealth
source:
2 words
20 - o'shanter
21 Throat
clearer
23 Swiftness
24 Amerinds
26 Conceded
28 Waco natives
30 Braid
31 Forgets
32 Odor
36 Face spasm
37 Lift
38 Exclamation
39 Laggards
42 Marshall
44 Valued
45 Cavern
46 Salt marshes
49 Realm: Ger.
50 Make joyous
51- Canal
52 Workshop

55 Police group
2 words
58 Declaim
60 Always
61 Bondman
62 Composition
63 Headland
64 Buck
65 Mountain
range

TUESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN

1 Eight: Ger.
2 --formaldehyde
3 State:
2words
4 Pipe fitting
5 Wrenches
61nduces
7 Space
8 Totality
9 Was first
10 Georgia city
11 Have
12 Join
13 Clocked
19 Seat
22 Fellows
25 Traitor
26 Barometer
27 Fury

28 Infants
29 Actor
Jannlngs
30 Was curious
32 Counterfeits
33 Yukon or
Alaska
34 Palaver
35 Toy
37 List
40 Novelists
41 Window units
42 Yuma's state
43 Sinbad's bird

45 Golly!
46 Reno number
47 Animate
48 Shoestrings
49 Coarser
51 Sensible
53 T o - - :
OK
54 Antes
56 Useful Latin
abbr.
57 Employment
59 Reagan, to
pals

